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LSDF Surgical Compartment

Designed by the LSDF to be used by the Lorath and their affiliates, the standardized medical
compartment has been introduced to promote greater ease in the treatment of personnel by field
medics, doctors, and even barely qualified ship crew members.

Design & Equipment

Design

Intended to be an add-on of sorts for medical compartments, the surgical compartment is a specialized
room which is intended to provide optimal resources and conditions for a variety of surgical procedures.
Each surgical compartment includes it's own life support system, a backup power system, and an
independent sensor and computer suite which have been included to allow for a surgical compartment to
continue to function even during a catastrophic failure of utilities aboard a starship or in an installation.

Equipment

Each surgical compartment includes a suite of equipment designed for general purpose surgical
procedures, and a variety of specialty procedures. Each surgical compartment includes a standardized
set of equipment, but is not limited to that set.

Standard Equipment Manifest

treatment_and_examination_bed
Nutritional Supply Pack
Pico-jelly Dispenser System
Stationary Nanomachine Dispenser Unit
Electro-Stimulant Pack
Organic Tissue Culture Technology With Enhanced Organ & Tissue Processing
Memory Storage Interface
Laser Scalpels both manually manipulated and robotic arm mounted
Traditional Surgical Tool Suite (Forecepts, scalpels, spreaders, etc.)
Cybernetic Component Repair Tools
ncs_hypolathe1)2)

Wireless Neural Interface System
'Wind' Armor Series Treated With Sanitizing Nanomachines & Equipped With Enhanced Motor
Controls And Optics
Gravitic Projector System (For moving the patient, or suspending burn victims)
ARIA Controlled Robotic Surgical Suite or ARIA Android
Patching Material Dispenser (adhesive tape, sutures, adhesive gel).
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